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Virtual Library Space

Queensland State Schools eBooks

Digital Library

CBCA 2018 Shortlist
Which book do you think should win the 2018 Book of the Year?

Every year, the Children's Book Council of Australia (CBCA) present awards to outstanding books for children and young people.
Virtual Library Space

Extension and Leisure Reading Form

Student's surname: 
Given names: 
Year Level: 
Gender: 
Female ☐ Male ☐ Contact number: 
Email: 
Postal address: 

Have you enrolled because you will be travelling? Yes ☐ No ☐

Non Fiction
Topics & subjects I am interested in: 

Fiction
Favourite authors, series & types of stories: 

Are there any fiction or non-fiction topics you DO NOT wish to receive? 

I have the following equipment:
DVD player ☐ CD player ☐ iPad ☐ eBook Reader ☐ 
Computer with ☐ software ☐ other ☐

Primary (prep–year 6) only: Teacher name:

Student resource loan agreement
☐ I agree to return all items by the due date and in good condition.
☐ I will notify Discovery Centre staff if I am unable to do so.

Student signature: 
Date: ___ / ___ / ___

Please complete and forward to:
Attention: BrisbaneSDE Discovery Centre
GPO Box 1308
Brisbane QLD 4001
or
library@brisbanesde.qld.edu.au
Virtual Library Space

Electronic Databases

Searching For Creative Commons Content

File: Tindary greek ruins.jpg

Attributing Sources

Fill out the sections below to plan and organise your SEARCH

Select your research questions. What question(s) do you have? Write the question(s) below.

Extract keywords and terms. Be broad or specific, depending on your goals. Use synonyms, and apply some of the strategies you learned. Write your keywords below.

Apply search strategies. What search strategies will help you find the information you need? Write down your keywords with search strategies applied.

Plan your search. Search using the terms that you chose and look at the results. Remember to check out several sources.

Chart your search. Keep track of what you searched for and where, so that you don’t repeat work. List down what you searched for and where you searched for it.
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